T he trial-heat forecasting equation grew out of an examination of Gallup's trial-heat polls~"if the election were held today, who would you vote for?"! at various points in election years as predictors of the November votẽ Campbell and Wink 1990!. My co-author Ken Wink and I found, not surprisingly, that polls as literal forecasts were not very accurate until just before the election, that taking the historical relationship between the polls and votes into account through a bivariate regression significantly increased their accuracy, and that taking the contemporary context of the election as measured by economic growth in the election year into account increased their accuracy even further. Corroborating Lewis-Beck and Rice's earlier finding~Lewis-Beck 1985, 58!, we found that an equation combining the Labor Day trial-heat poll standing of the in-party candidate and the second-quarter growth rate in the economy produced the most accurate forecast of the national twoparty popular vote.
The Record of the Trial-Heat Forecast
The trial-heat model has held up fairly well since its creation. Its original estimation based on elections from 1948 to 1988 accounted for 94% of variation in the two-party vote~adjusted R 2 ! and had a standard error of estimate of 1.53 with a mean absolute out-of-sample error of 1.1 percentage points~Campbell and Wink 1990, 259 and 262!. The updated and only slightly revised equation accounts for 90% of the variation in the vote and has a standard error of estimate of 1.80 with a mean absolute out-of-sample error of 1.6 percentage points. With four additional elections, the accuracy measures remain strong. Moreover, the coefficient for the key predictor variable, the in-party candidate's trial-heat poll standing, is virtually unchanged. The poll coefficient estimated in the original analysis of 11 elections was 0.48. With the inclusion of the four intervening elections, it is 0.46.
The trial-heat equation has also fared well in practice. Its forecasts were off by six-tenths of one percentage point in 1992, by 3.8 points in 1996, by 2.5 points in 2000, and by 2.6 points in 2004. 1 This is an average absolute, real world forecast error of 2.4 percentage points.
For perspective, the average error in the postelection two-party vote in the American National Election Studies in these four elections was 2.8 percentage points, about half of a percentage point less accurate than the trial-heat forecast made two months before the election. The trial-heat forecasts have been only a half of a percentage point less accurate than the average final pre-election Gallup Poll's error of 1.8 percentage points in these elections.
There has been only one important adjustment in the trial-heat equation since its inception.
2 Based on the experience in the 2000 election as well as on a growing body of research indicating that voters are less inclined to vote retrospectively in open-seat contests~Hib-bing and Alford 1981; Miller and Wattenberg 1985; Nadeau and Lewis-Beck 2001; King 2001; Norpoth 2002 !, the model was adjusted in 2001 to reflect the more muted effects of the economy on the vote for non-incumbent inparty candidates~successor candidates!. While one would ideally take the open-seat difference into account through an interaction term, the small number of cases militates against this option. Instead, with theoretical expectations and empirical findings suggesting that successor candidates cannot escape the association with their party's record nor are held fully accountable for that record, the trial-heat model's specification of economic effects split the difference and supposes that successor candidates receive half the credit or blame for the economy that an incumbent would receive~Camp-bell 2001a; 2001b!. To clarify when the economy would be a liability rather than an asset, the economic variable is now calculated as the difference between the GDP and an estimated neutral point of 2.5% growth.
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Before the 2004 election, I also added a companion forecasting equation to address possible problems caused by changes in convention scheduling. In order to maximize the impact of public funding of the general election campaigns, the parties in recent years moved their conventions to later in August. Since conventions normally produce bumps in the polls that are partly temporary in nature, there is a danger that Labor Day preference polls for the party holding the second convention could be artificially inflated. As a precaution, I estimated a second forecasting model similar to the trial-heat equation, except that it employs the preconvention preference polls and by James E. Campbell, University at Buffalo, SUNY the net convention bump for the candidates in lieu of the Labor Day preference poll number alone. Table 1 presents the original and its companion conventionbump equations. As the accuracy measures attest~adjusted R 2 , standard error of estimate, mean and median out-of-sample errors, and the number of elections with errors in excess of three points!, both models are quite strong, but the trial-heat equation has been generally the more accurate of the two. The median out-of-sample errors indicate that the trial-heat forecast typically can be expected to miss the actual vote by about 1.3 percentage points and that the convention-bump forecast can be expected to be off by about 1.6 percentage points.
The Original and Convention Bump Models
The forecast based on the trial-heat model can be interpreted as a sophisticated reading of the polls as predictors of the national vote. In their historical context, the preference-poll margins for in-party candidates at Labor Day should be discounted by about 54%~1 Ϫ .461! and adjusted by the contemporary context reflected by the state of the pre-campaign economy and by the candidate's in-party status taken into account by the equation's constant. The convention-bump model can be similarly interpreted, only discounting the pre-convention poll margin by almost 57%~1 Ϫ .434! and adding to it a more heavily discounted net convention bump~1 Ϫ .248! for the candidates.
Theoretical Foundations
It is worth noting that both versions of the trial-heat models are grounded in well-established electoral theories. There is a clear basis of the models in economic voting theories~Erikson 1989; Lewis-Beck 1988!, but their theoretical foundations extend far more broadly than this. In drawing heavily upon the preference polls, the models reflect both retrospective~Lipp-mann 1925; Key 1966; Tufte 1978 ! and~pre-campaign! prospectivẽ Downs 1957 Fiorina 1981! evalua- tions by the voters. While some voters may simply cast a verdict on whether they are satisfied with the performance of the in-party, other voters evaluate the issue positions, values, and character traits of the candidates and can do much of this even before the general-election campaign gets underway. Yet others may weigh both retrospective and prospective considerations in forming early vote inclinations. Unlike approval ratings, the trial-heat polls tap evaluations produced by whatever mix of prospective and retrospective considerations that voters in a particular year find convincing. The use of the early preference polls also allows the forecast to reflect the candidates' relative success in uniting their parties' bases at the outset of the campaign. This is an important aspect of the models since early party unity is more important to the overall vote than either the unity of partisans deciding later in the campaign~Camp-bell 2007! or the division of later-deciding swing voters Campbell 2008b!.
The trial-heat forecasting models are also grounded in theories of campaign effects~Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944; Campbell 2008a!. Presidential campaigns are intensely fought, highly competitive, and very partisan affairs in which many voters decide how they will vote even before the campaign begins and are on guard against efforts to manipulate them. In their campaigns, the candidates also must deal with many circumstances~issues and character traits! that are in place before these campaigns begin. As a result, though early work underestimated the impact of campaigns~Lazarsfeld 1944!, the effects of presidential campaigns are both limited and largely systematic~and therefore predictable!. 4 The predictability of campaign effects explains why election results can be predicted quite accurately before the campaign takes place even though the subsequent campaign exerts more than minimal effects on the election results~Campbell 2008a!.
The Trial-Heat Difference
Though the trial-heat forecasting models share some common foundations with other forecasting models~the impact of the economy and retrospective evaluations!, there are also at least three important differences. In general, these differences claim that preference polls by the time of the conventions are superior to presidential approval ratings in forecasting the vote.
First, as noted above, the trial-heat models do not presume that elections can be best predicted solely using factors that might affect~e.g., the election-year economy! or reflect~e.g., presidential approval ratings! retrospective evaluations by the 1952, 1960, 1968, 1988, and 2000 . The mean errors with and without an incumbent in the race are of out-of-sample errors.
voters. The models do not assume that voters are purely retrospective in their evaluations as would appear to be the case of models relying on presidential approval ratings or those lacking The less retrospective nature of open-seat elections is evident from bivariate regressions of presidential approval ratings on the in-party vote. Again, despite few cases, the evidence is still telling. With an incumbent in the race, approval ratings alone account for two-thirds of the variance in the vote. In open-seat contests, the effect of the president's approval rating on the vote is well short of conventional statistical significance and accounts for less than a quarter of the vote variancẽ adjusted R 2 ϭ 0.21 compared to 0.67!. In short, the greater competition and less retrospective character of open-seat elections makes preferences polls particularly better suited than presidential approval ratings to predict the vote in open-seat elections.
Third, the trial-heat models also differ in what they exclude. Several models, most notably Abramowitz's 2004!, indicate that there is a difference between a party seeking a third term or more and a party seeking a second term. This is often interpreted as voters deciding that it is "time for a change" after a party has been in office for two terms. There is, in fact, a difference between a party seeking a second term as opposed to a third-plus term, but the trial-heat models are unaffected by this difference because the difference is captured by the preference polls.
6 Moreover, the difference is the result of a second-term advantage for the in-party rather than a third-term disadvantage. Table 3 displays the reelection rates of parties since 1868 seeking a second term and those seeking longer tenures. The pattern is clear. Of the 13 in-party candidates seeking a second party term, 10 77%! have won. Of the 22 in-party candidates seeking more than a second term, as many have lost as won. In short, there is an advantage in seeking a contract renewal for a second term, but the parties are on even footing thereafter.
The 2008 Election
What should we anticipate in 2008? Based on purely retrospective calculations, the answer should be simple. With President Bush's extremely low approval ratings~a paltry 31% in mid-July! and a sputtering economy~a first quarter GDP growth rate of only 1.0%!, one would suppose that Barack Obama would coast to an easy victory. One might even go so far as to anticipate a Democratic landslide.
There are, however, good reasons to think that a big Obama win might not be in the cards. If voters are not purely retrospective or, at least, consider the presidential candidates' records as well as the administration's performance, if open-seat elections are more prospectively decided and more closely fought, and if elections for third-terms are fought on a level playing field rather than one tilted against the in-party, then we may be in for tight race.
A number of factors in the 2008 election may also offset the Democrats' initial advantages. First, the way candidates win their nominations often affects their chances in winning their election and this may favor the Republicans this year. Barack Obama survived an unusually protracted and intense nomination battle with Hillary Clinton. Exit polls in the later primaries indicated that large numbers of Clinton supporters were, at least at that time, disinclined to support Obama. Indeed, Obama did not fare all that well in the later Democratic state contests-losing nine of the last 15 to Clinton. McCain had his own problems among conservative Republicans who were unenthusiastic about his candidacy and uneasy about his deviations from a number of conservative policy positions~from campaign finance reform to immigration policies!, but generally seemed resigned to support the Republican candidate as "the lesser of two evils."
Second, as candidates, Obama would appear to bring more liabilities to the campaign than McCain. Beside a number of McCain's record should have greater appeal to centrists than Obama's record. And then there is the great unknown: with Barack Obama's nomination as the first African American presidential candidate of a major political party, there is the question of whether race will affect the election and, if so, how? There is likely to be a surge of turnout among African Americans to Obama's benefit as well as some voting against Obama on racial grounds. The net effect of this racial voting is unclear and may well become enmeshed with ideological considerations. These factors may also present particular challenges to the trial-heat forecasts since there is a history of racial influences not being freely expressed in the preference polls.
So, what should we anticipate? What are the forecasts of the trial-heat forecast and its companion convention bump equation? First, the Bureau of Economic Analysis' August release of the real GDP growth rate in the second quarter was 3.3%~annual-ized!. Second, the preference poll conducted by Gallup from September 5 to 7, the first poll in September after the conventions, indicated that 49% expressed a preference for Senator John McCain, 44% expressed a preference for Senator Barack Obama, and that the remaining 7% favored a third-party candidate or were undecided. Converted to two-party preferences, Senator McCain as the in-party candidate had 52.7% of the two-party split. Plugging the second-quarter growth rate and the Labor Day preference poll numbers into the trial-heat equation produces a forecast that Senator McCain should be expected to receive 52.7% of the two-party popular vote. Based on the out-of-sample errors of this equation, the likelihood that Senator McCain will receive the vote plurality is 83%. The companion convention-bump equation predicts a vote of 52.2%. This is based on the pre-convention preference poll split of 50% for McCain, a net convention bump of 2.7%, and the secondquarter GDP growth rate used in the trial-heat forecast equation. Based on the out-of-sample errors of this equation, there is a 76% probability that Senator McCain will receive a plurality of the national two-party popular vote. 2. There have also been several minor changes. First, the model first used GNP rather than GDP. The change to GDP was the result of the Bureau of Economic Analysis changing their announced or featured indicator from GNP to GDP between the models' development and the 1992 election. Second, I experimented in 1996 in using an even division of minor candidate preferences and undecideds in the polls as well as an even division of votes for minor-party candidates. Third, I used the "likely voter" division of respondents in the Gallup Poll in 2004 rather than the "registered voter" division. My post-election analysis indicated that the "registered voter" division was preferable. Finally, the second-quarter real GDP data have been recalculated from the original Bureau of Economic Analysis "preliminary" data released at the end of August in election years where available. These data were available for elections from 1968 to 2004. Contemporary real GDP data were not available in earlier years. For the 1960 and 1964 elections, changes in real GNP are used. Real GDP data are imputed for the 1948, 1952, and 1956 elections. 3. I would expect that both the discount rate applied to GDP growth for successor candidates and the economic neutral point will be estimates that can be improved with additional experience. Without applying the neutral point to the economic effect, one would be in the strange position of adding more to the predicted vote of an incumbent with a bad economy than to his successor's predicted vote, even though the rationale for the adjustment would indicate the opposite, a muted penalty for the successor. 4 . A frequently misunderstood aspect of campaign effects is the socalled "cancelling effect" of the equally matched campaigns of the major candidates. This is often misinterpreted as a reason why campaigns have inconsequential or "minimal" effects. To the contrary, if candidates are equally matched during a campaign, this would have the very real effect of pulling the vote closer to an even division. This is to the disadvantage of the front-running candidate and to the advantage of the trailing opponent. A formal presentation of this argument is made in Campbell 2008a, 43-4. 5 . A regression explaining the size of the winning presidential votẽ two-party percentage! by a dummy variable for the era of one-party dominance and whether an incumbent was running accounted for 27% of the variance~adjusted R 2 !. Both variables were statistically significant, with the party-balance eras reducing the winning vote by about four points~4.14! and open seats reducing the winning vote by about three points~2.93!.
6. The second-term bonus rather than the third-term penalty is also clear in the preference polls. In the seven elections since 1948 in which the inparty sought simply a second term, the median Labor Day poll was 60%. Only one of these in-party candidates seeking a second term had a sub-50 Labor Day preference poll~Carter in 1980!. In the eight post-1948 elections in which the in-party sought to extend party control to a third term or beyond, the median Labor Day poll was 44% with about half~three of the seven! having a 50-plus Labor Day poll standing. 
